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Retail/Community Pharmacy
Central Fill/Mail Order Pharmacy
Hospital Outpatient Pharmacy
Automation For Your Evolving Solutions


Capsa Healthcare is uniquely positioned to develop customized solutions for any of your needs. Any of your pain points. Any of your dream-list projects. By bringing together three leading brands under one Pharmacy Automation North America division, our consultants and designers can quickly analyze your business and present the right range of solutions. No other automation provider can match Capsa’s breadth and depth. Or our expertise.

End-To-End Automation Solutions

Solutions For Any Pharmacy

- Regional and national chain pharmacy
- Independent pharmacy
- Institutional/LTC pharmacy
- Hospital outpatient pharmacy
- Mail order/central fill pharmacy
Pharmacy’s evolution away from prescription filler to integral care partner is steadily progressing. This pivot-point stretches pharmacies to their limits. Capsa Healthcare is at the hub of this transition.

Our Kirby Lester Rx filling and RoboPharma central filling technology can revolutionize your pharmacy’s workflow. Our automation has been proven to ease daily stressors, trim significant cost/labor/time, and help your staff do what they do best: counsel your patients.

**Your Pharmacy’s Excellence Is Our Goal**

- Proven Time Savings
- Assured ROI
- Full Range of Automation
- Quality Control
- Labor Reduction
- Staff Satisfaction
Capsa’s Kirby Lester line of Rx counters provide tighter control over inventory without having to invest time into oversight or calibration. Kirby Lester devices allow users to fill more accurately, cutting human error out of the equation, and saving time that could be better spent delivering direct patient care.

**Kirby Lester KL1**

Our simplest automation. Stop hand counting, and save time and money by eliminating overcounts and undercounts. Just pour and count – no calibration needed.

**Kirby Lester KL1Plus**

Scan-verify plus count every prescription to avoid filling errors. Includes electronic C-II log to manage narcotics inventory and fills. Verification software alerts if the wrong medication, dosage or quantity is chosen. Provides a 10-year record of every Rx fill. Biometric user login and interfacing.
Capsa’s Kirby Lester automated prescription filling counters and robots deliver a multitude of benefits, like freeing up the staff’s time to focus on value-added services. Choose the level of automation that fits your workflow, space, staff preference, and budget. Any system you choose will cut filling errors and time, and lower inventory and operational costs in the long term.

Kirby Lester KL108
Secure pharmacy robot fully automates 108 medications (50–60% or more of total daily orders) for significant labor savings. Industry-first cassette calibration system: universal locking cassettes, never need adjustment, guard against unauthorized access. Full user tracking and reporting.

The Right Technology Leads To Staff Satisfaction
The upfront investment in technology is greatly offset when those tools replace real and perceived monotonous tasks and increase personal output. Three-quarters of U.S. workers say having the right equipment for the job affects their daily outlook.*

Motivate
Automation from Capsa Healthcare – from the simple Kirby Lester counter to complex RoboPharma central filling systems – helps your staff harness their energy and avoid frustrations (e.g., errors, workflow bottlenecks, negative customer interactions).

* The Economic Review, 2021
There is never ONE best solution for every situation. There's only YOUR best solution. Capsa's RoboPharma team understands that better than anyone. It's one of the reasons why RoboPharma is the fastest growing global brand for high volume and high speed automation. Our engineers are experts at simplifying complex problems, then creating customized plans to automate the entire process – or just a portion – of your mail order or central pharmacy.

**Our Design Principles**

**Fast**
Our solutions allow you to fill more scripts with fewer FTEs, which means greater efficiency.

**Reliable**
Pharmacies equipped with RoboPharma automation have experienced 99.99% reliability.

**Compact**
Thanks to our flexible design principles, RoboPharma automation can optimize your available space to meet your growing needs.

**Simple**
With our innovative modular architecture, RoboPharma automation can expand whenever your capacity does.
Central Fill/Mail Order
RoboPharma Automation

Are you filling 1,000 or 100,000 Rx per shift? What is your mix of oral solids, unit of use, and bulk? How is inventory managed and streamlined? What is your 5-year expansion plan?

Our RoboPharma designs can accommodate any mix, any volume, any geography, any special constraints. Our designs are a symphonic blend with multiple QC points built in.

What We Deliver

Cost Reduction
Designed to reduce FTE, inventory, space, and power, and eliminate downtime.

Modularity
Software and hardware designed for your volume and your available footprint.

Ready For The Future
Our solutions allow you to grow and meet increased volumes in 1 year, or 10 years.

Sophisticated Interoperability, Simplified

• Integration and software
• Inventory management and tracking
• Workflow and conveyance
• Dispensing automation
• Sortation, packaging, shipping
• Expert installation, training and 24/7 support
Outpatient pharmacies have unique needs like concierge programs, revenue generation, long-term space planning, specialty medications. These are in addition to the core function of processing prescriptions quickly. Capsa’s full line of pharmacy automation fills any concern, from C-II inventory management to error-free dispensing to staff redeployment for patient programs.

Will Call Automation
scripClip™

Explore this unique software/hardware suite that delivers substantial time and labor savings for your will call and return-to-stock processes. scripClip features pick-to-light and LED-enabled hanging Rx bags. The intuitive system guides pharmacy staff in every step of order preparation, storage, retrieval, and returns – without mistake or waste.

78% shorter return to stock
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